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amPTER - I 
rho r a ^ r i n ,• t hunde r in nodem cl y s u b s t i t u t e fo r 
t h o fcrhlte ch':-«tgar of the? lagend has earned a :,i"',cbo imacie f o r 
I t sGlC a-cl has "jGcoma t!ie o ' l j s c t tif many n a l c fanefcisiG.::;, 
••*atri3^1d.s, **arlQ-7 \iaMCno:^z n.-tl ' ^ 3:-o3 of gl'?n::dr7 a'lronie 
an- :ieual aifch t . - o i r .r^jartJii xqsjc eaqinoG a a i e x t r a laud 
esdiat-sts €XQ mx7_x^oC- t o ''r'.lr^';j oru t 'lcit Iniior ^jost i n 7'''U« 
.1 tcrgdcr-ilc 'rjit o-J?£eat:*vo L;:T3:»1:: n' ' ;-oifGr« T.n rerinrrt - /ears , 
tv'o fc?!iG I s r n ha^o al3C :"n ::^ afce-'i te v/omer: too* 'Hill t!ic hiq 
rrcittatern s t i l l h.:v-^ 3 c^  2 a r , p MsjciitJ'; ah.'.m^ a3iiii^er feesa rn-oirt 
e l e e n t , iTrig ' i t ly j,):dn'i:ed prodnX:,; h vQ a--,>tn:e ':*;i.,5 i::!a4(lnation 
of tfV^ri-Tjs snr rfc ymri! -.v'TJien.. 
"v/o w i^e ' l e r s a re t h e m s t effractlvts v e h i c l e s t o circumvent 
th'--^  clogged c i t y t r a f f i c spQCi.:-'lly in t;jdays iae t ro '^ as wel l as 
r i s i n n fue l p r i c e s . To co'.>e v;fth t h e d i v e r s e aeedc of t h e 
market , t h e or ig inc t l raotoxcycles mid s c o o t e r s havfs apanohed 
a v a r i e t y of newkin, •.the b e s t kno -n be ing mopeds and ito'kiclr.s. 
The mopped , which i s t h e moire kn t ^ i n between araong motorcycles 
and s c o o t e r s i s a ho t s e l l i n g • The superb fue l e f f i c i e n c y i s 
t h e prime reason fo r i t s cdirrent p o p u l a r i t y . (Approx - 60 K iV ' l i t r e ) , 
^ I t s o t h e r k i n t h e mokick, which i n c o r p o r a t e s t h o looks of a 
nx>torcycle, t h e incon en ience of a s c o o t e r and t h e econany of a 
moped has fqpd i t s wry i n t o t h e market ( s a j a j M-50, spa rk . 
the city shittlel Besides sporting ge rs, they have a kick 
start, ^ ?^ 2S9 are the latest arrivals in the market. 
India in recent years has started rapidly improving 
Its range of two i-rheolerc tirith the rise in quantity, there 
is e. raarket improvement in quality. Previously this industry, 
along with some other was closely protect through govem-aent 
restrictions from foreign coinpetit'on, l^ his treasure v/as necessary 
for some tlaa to alio'.; the -hascent industry to grow. But the 
(Xecent today has shifted Uo forei<-;n collaboration or tid-ups, •.: 
with ccrrrpaniec fro.:: Japan, Italy and Goniiany. This change had 
beconio necessary because tho local manufacturors, due to the 
heavy dentanc, wore not investing and undertaJcing enouf'h of 
R & D activities: '' 
As there existed a sailers market, due to the demand '.Ging 
maweth n su.ily, the iadsrenious nimufacturer: were not interested 
in improving quality and technology of thetrproducts, The^ jSa***, 
did not believe in innovations which/Ifad to stagnation in tho 
two wheeler industry. The reason why manufacturers could get 
away with these iftne .hical practices, whenethe each of an affective 
consumer movement and professional ethics. 
3ut in constant to the above picttire the Indian consumer 
today has never had it bette , as far as acquiring his own wheels 
is concerned with the two wheci^dndustry churning out none and 
»TiO»e vehicles every day, a slogan for our time 6»t be , HOwe 
wheels will role. 
In this changing environment it was felt that as the 
concept/ Indian^ tvgfo wheeler market has changed from a predominantly 
sellers market to Q piredorainantly buyer market, it will be 
advantageous if we study tha consTimers attitude to^ arris two 
wheelers; ^ oth that are 'IH* the raarket and those that will 
•ET.THn* the market with in tho next two years, '''ho entry of a 
number of new nroducero will no doubt change the market share 
corrnlcxion oc tlio oid-Sting :aarket* 2hAs it was decided that in 
order to get an idea as to what approid-matily may be the 
coin:leKion, this project of ascertaining or forecastinrj the 
pattern of demand for two v/heelers during the no:£t fc/o years. 
CTaPTER II 
03JSCTIV:: .V SCOPE OF STUIDY 
Modem production activities nil over the v/orld generally 
tloO 
follow ti» trends» T"-:o western style which seeks to pattern the 
constctter*s demand to suit what Qver is being produced, thixjugh 
advertising. Tho other is the Japanese style V7hich first seaks 
to deternine tJhat the consuner't' deraands am, and t^ ten goes 
on to plan,£e inplcmsnt their production activities on these 
lines• 
Indian producers mostly follot-J the O'apaneso style becajsc, 
obvioucly the western trould not be condusiita to indi n condition? 
in v±&.j of the v^ s^t population, scarcity or: tsroduction resources 
in relation to demand and uncertainty of the succos of the 
advertising conin i.n. 'therefore any corapany following this concept 
has to forcasi: a estiiaate the future denran:^  for its -roducts and 
before starting nro;".uction. "^  co^ ipany's policies and budget 
decisions are influenced by demand forecast of its roducts, 
Market and sales forecasts are concerned with the 
potential and prospective sales volurae or market trend for the 
con^any's products and helps it in setting its goals and targets, 
accordingly. 
In the light of the importance of sales a demand forecasting, 
was under1;al-en to forecast as accurately as possible the demand for 
two wheelers in the next two years. This is the raain objective 
of the study. 
This demand forcast bocomes all the more necessary 
because of the massive change in tlie conrpotitive environment 
of the t 'O wheeler industry. 's-'rilQ pro J act i& £ii;:ied at trying to 
Gstiniato the pattern of den-iaid for the different brands o:^  f^ o 
t/hsclers in category i»c# Scoot-sra, lijtorcyclen and :loped , 
\part fron the above another objective of the study is to 
forecast tho deniond on tho basis of 9 variables. This has been 
done bccausQ it wac felt that apart fron Incorao and Price, a large 
nxirabor of variable influence the denand for a product. I'hus the 
inclusion of these variable rtsduces the variance between 
foreca-'ted douiand and actual demand. ^ ^ ^ ^^ cl;.tcst ell the 
demand estinatos in thla industry have been on tho basis of 
jTist the variable i.e. price zn€ income• 
Lastly we also scci: to detettrdn© Iiere that if credit 
facilities are uado available to the consu-ners wViat will ba the 
effect on the demand of these products. 
CHAPTER I I I 
I n d u s t r i e ! nrowth i s c rtuXti ott-i^cnsiono-t 
and mu.ltifQc5,tad prncass t'nat i s a t once the cavse and 
consequence of c tia'-lon*s -jc-onoTrdc cidvaacairsnt, fro:a tlio stand. 
point of contriiTUtion t o G?rp, indfs t ry doe.M be^/e r v i t a l ro l e 
in a dev;sloping country lllto o,>rs in sp i t e of t ' lc ;-:rinacy r.t 
ag r i cu l tu re , t 'nis i s so far ig-arinty of rea-^ons. 
InduDtrial pro jec ts conc t i tu to tli^ £u::sorption .nedia for 
ag r i cu l t u r a l raw n a t s r l a l s as ifere as for the stirvjlus labour on 
tho faTiOO* Indue t r i a l pro(^cts calve -ix) pt:netrata the r u r a l 
sernent and enrich subs tan t i a l ly the l i f s s t y l e of the agric-ultiiral 
populat ion. 
The two whGQlor indur.try foirms -n i n t eg ra l paorc uf the 
automobile sec tor and i t deserve•:: t o be endorsed as a p r i o r i t y 
l ine of production a c t i v i t y . Tv\ro wheelers comprise a under range 
of motorised vehicles of engine capacity loetween SO cc and 
350 c c . In the higher capacity range we have the motorcycle 
proper, while in the lover group we find the rnopeds. There i s 
a lso the spec ia l ly designed c l a s s of scooters with engine 
capacity -bove 100 c c . 
The two wheeler industry today i s well s e t for sustained 
growth in the e n t i r e range of ersonal ised t ranspor t s e rv ice . 
Ambitious project ion of production schedules of a l l tj^pes of 
-.«2hicles are 5fr°ll under way. They are t o be considered siinply 
B" a i t jglcsi out come of anG socfuet to the eoftispieaotis optrand 
ill t h e i r nanufacture v/ithesaed in the s->venties. During the 
decade 1D70-30 there has hBen an increase in production of a l l 
t^mea of two whealerc. The increasQ in production regis tered 
i s the d i f fe ren t c~tec!ories of ttfo ^rheolers during t h i s decade 
WB.3} ;-iotor Cyalc£5 « 2'; t i nea . Scooters 4 t imes, liopeds 10 times 
nt the agqrerjo-te level the inorovement in out put wo 3 rougl'ly 
four fo ld . 
•A 
V 
The oiqhtiea Fovoa to hewVc only '-niclceccd the te-^':-^o of 
grotfth, l3 1931, t!ia out rjut of raotorcyclce roso to 110, 039 
fron 101, 573 in 1930» Scooter production dtop :ed to 106, 073 
because of :"ajor pro^ olcsn in industrial relations faced by a 
leading : •• nufacturer, iXiring the sani~ year ..'jppped production 
shot up to 185, -124 units, 
?he iTpoyant trend in ttfo wheeler production i;-; to be 
ascril3ed to certain feivourable f 'Ctor, The swift pace of xirban 
and suburban expansion accom^ adating a fast rising middle class 
working population as Iso the educational require.'aent of school 
and college going students have swelled the demand for personalized 
transport service. Related by, there has been the rising cost of 
transport services by hired and otmed four wheeler a'^; a direct 
result of successive price hikes in petroleum products since 
1973 along side the enormous rise in car prices. It is found 
that for a green distance , six two wheelers consume less fuel than 
3. CrlT*« 
The working Group ka AutomatIve and Allied industries 
constituted in connection with the formulation of the Sixth 
Plan has indicated the size of demand for two wheelers as. 
Year Motor Cycles Scooters Mopeds 
1984-85 
1989-90 
175,000 
350,000 
400,000 
800,000 
425,000 
850,000 
Recognition of the market prospects and related d 
develojanent has induced the Goveamment to show positive gestrus 
of encouragement by way of literatis licensing policy and 
concessions* The Government has also released the terms and 
conditions for foreign collaboration. The need for collaboration 
and consultancy arises specially in regard to tec'.inol ;gy, product 
design and performance. The existing two wheeler mantifacturers 
have embarked upon massive programmes of expansion with 
collaboration of German, Japanese and Italian firm. Apart frwn 
this a large nutnber of new contracts in the field of two *iheelers, 
with license from foreign compare have further stiffned the 
competition• 
Thus the eighties will witness a fantastic- growth in the 
two wheeler segment of t*ie industry. To the buyer, the era of 
long waiting and high premiums besides weekly accepting what 
ev«r qtuality was offered is a thing of the past. 
On the other hand one should not forget the stiff 
and ceasless corapetltion which the future is going to pose 
for the producer and sellers • The decision in favotir of any 
specific productA>rand may not huge on a verse price advantage 
of a marginal measure. Consumer awareness and resistance are 
on the ascent in our society* And the buyer will surely keep 
an eye on the quality and after-sales-service prospects. It 
should be ren^ m'Tered that in the issuing two wheeler industry 
of the future, things are heading towards a quality war. 
CHAPTER IV 
WORO^STim AS A MMaAGSMgNT TOOX* 
With the Information from the f i r s t tvo diaptes^t 
Let us kiKyMr what a forecast i s? Why i t Is sseeessary* what 
i s i t s role in a coiapany's econcxoics. 
FORECASTING8 
When estimates of futiire conditions are made on a 
systeniatic basis, the process is referred to as forecasting 
and the figvire or statement so obtained is known as forecast, 
3,1«2» THE PURPOSE OF FORECASTING 
Due to the pouring competition and rapid change 
towards automation it is absolutely necessary that business 
decision should not be made purely on guesses and hunches, 
but on a careful study of data concerning the future course 
of events, 
3.1.3. 
Together vith uncertain future eivery business and 
eoonoroic daeision depcmds upon the forecasting of future 
conditions* 
When a Manager assumes the responsibility £or atterfls}ting 
to forecast the future, to very large extent his success or 
failure depends on his ability to forecast successfully the 
future coiirse of events* So forecasting aims at reducing the 
area of uncertainty that surround management decisions making 
with respect to costs, pirofits, sales, production, pricing, 
capital investment so on and so forth. If the future is 
known with certainty there is no need for forecasting at all 
decisions should be made once for all and plans formulated 
accordingly. But uncertainty do exists, future outcomes are 
rarely assured and therefor© organised system of forecasting 
is absolutely necessary than predictions based on bunches and 
guess work. 
3.1.4. ROLE OF PORECJWSTING 
Forecasting does not mean that the futiire can be 
perfectly predicted. It is the figtire which tells exactly 
what will happen in a year advance, based on definite 
statistical data, with this manager will be alle to analyse 
and forecast future. As in many respect future tends to move 
apart, but history is not likely to repeat itself and as 
PHILZP KOTLSR has rightly pointwi out that* 
"FORE CASTING IS LIKE TRYING TO 
DRIVE A CAR BLIND FOLD AND POLLOWINO 
DIRECTIONS GIVEN BY A PERSON WHO IS 
LOOKING OUT OP "iHE BACK WH^OW*. 
Yet, frequently past patterns prevail sufficiently, 
and justify using the past as a basis for predicting the 
future. 
3.1.5* ECONOrgEO OF FORECASTING 
All forecasts are wrong. They differ to the extent of 
their wrongness and it is usually possible to liBprxjve any 
forecast by gathering future relevant information. Errors in 
forecast have to be covered either by holding litocks or by 
keeping production capacity idle on in a researve or by 
inctirring enwargency sources of supply. 
All these cost money and therefore a good forecast is one 
by Mhich greatest savings at the lotrest cost are obtained* 
3.1.6, Forecast that really predict what the future 
will be, like if a conpany madlces no significant charges in 
tactics and strategies that are usually not good enough. For 
planning purposes, on the other hand if the manag«n«it wants 
a forecast of th« effect that and certain marketing stretegy 
under consideration irill have on sales operation. Then the 
teaanique mast be sophisticated enough to tskB es^iicit 
account o£ the special actions and events in their costs 
as well as scope and accuracy* The manager must fix the lefel 
of the accuracy, he can tolerate* 
3,1,7, The figure below shows the cost of forecasting Vs. 
the in accuracy of a medium range forecaste data available. 
COST QP 
FoRCASl INC, 
MCO£L&, J 
FofiCAST/i^C, 
C^SCC./H;N^Aci.ufi/\cy, 
3.1>8« STI^S IN FORECftSTIWG: 
Stops are broadly categorised as follows:-
UIxiDERSTANDING. WHY QiANGES OCCURED IN 
THE PASTt The forecast should use the data on past performarKJe 
to get the knowledge of Increasing or decreasing 
rate of sales. If an attempt is made to forecast business 
fluctuations without understanding why past dianges however 
have taken place* 
The forecast will be purely n^chcmical, based solely upon the 
application of mathematical formulae, and subjects to serious 
error* CJianges in business and economic activity are caused by 
the numerous forces or factors which are oftenly difficult to 
discover and measure* Though past is the imperfect indicator 
of the future, it is the best guide we have in making 
predictions* 
OSTSRMINING tffllCH PIACSS OF BUSINESS ACTIVITY MUST 
BE MEASURED 
After it is known, why business fltictuationa have 
oecured^ it is necessary to measure certain phases of business 
activity In order to predict %rhat changes will probably follow 
the present Icnrel of activity* 
SELECTIHG AND PRESENTING THE DATA, AND COMPILING IT TO BE 
USED AS MEASURING DEVICE s 
Statistical data cannot be selected and compiled in an 
intelligent manner unless there is a sufficient understanding 
of business fluctuations, 
ANALYSING THE DATA8 
Data should be analysed in the light of ones 
understanding that why change ocairs. For example, if it is 
reason^a that certain coraiblnation of forces will result in a 
n'/tivan change, the statistical part of the problem is to measure 
these foirces and fron the data available to draw conclusions 
on the future course of action. The rr^ thods of drawing 
conclusions may be called forecasting techniques, 
3.1.9. USE OF STATISTICAL METHOD FOR FORE 
CASTING 
The methods by which s t a t i s t i c a l data i s analysed are 
cal led s t a t i s t i c a l methods, used by the governmental con^anies 
for foreeastlng purpose. 
S t a t i s t i c a l mathoda range from the most al^nantary 
dJMKsrlptiVtt Sttrvieas to eoni>lleat*d mathcKnatlcal procedures. 
Th« large volume of niunerlcal information giir«« ri«« 
to the ne«d, to organise, present amalyse and interpret the 
information effectively, when forecasting can b© eedbcedl to 
a purely mathematical routine* we can write the procedure 
drawn as equation(a), as a list or instructions for an 
electronic coniputer. The formal statement may then be referred 
toms mathematical model, success in using these models can 
only come if each iiKSdel represents the real world well enough 
for the purpose in hand* 
3»1>10» g^ITEniA 0? GOOD FORECASTING I METHOD 
The criteria for selecting a good forecasting method 
is Accuracy, HJurability, rioKibillty and availability of 
Data. 
CHAPTER V 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Decision making In any modem enterprise today Is a 
very contpllcated pr-^ c^ess, because of the dynamic envirAnraent 
In which the coiroany operates. The managers must therefore 
be well informed about the various changes which occur In 
the environment from time to time. 
It Is therefore essential for a company to develop a 
method of collecting and analysing Information. Such a method 
Is Icnoim as the l^ arlcetlng Information System (MIS). The MIS 
Isna system designed to generate and process all Information 
flows In order to aid managerial decision making In any phase 
of the conipanles marketing prograram. 
A sub-system of the MIS, known as Marketing Research Is 
used today Is a wide variety of marketing situations. As we are 
aware that in marketing are two situations are the same, use is 
there any single procedure which can be applied to all 
situations* How ever a general procedure which may be adopted 
for most projects with minor changes has been given below. Of 
various stips listed here sc»ne one and some are not needed in 
every project. 
Procedureg in Marketing Raaearch Investigation 
Define the 
objectives of 
the projects. 
1 or 
STOEUe-. 
1 . 
2 
1' 
Conduct a 
situations 
analysis 
\ 3 
Define the 
problem 
Conduct an 
i:*£ormal 
investigation. 
' 
5 
Further 
investigations 
necessary 
-H0-<— >-YKS— 
v6 
Plan and conduct a formal investigation* 
(1) Select the sources of infonaation* 
(2) Select the method for gathering data* 
(3) Prepare data gathering forms* 
(4) Pretest the questionnaire on other fours* 
(5) Plan the sample. 
(6) Collect the data 
Analyse and interprete dat« 
I 
Prepare a written report for the 
management* 
(a) SURVEY DESIGN 
To collect the necessary Infoifmations which is a 
pre-requisite for forecasting the demand, it was decided 
that a consumer's and dealer's survey should be conducted. With 
a view of making the information free from all kinds of basis and 
errors a very systematic procedure was follow«d. Although, in 
spite of taking all precautions ancertain element of based on 
error creeping in c nnot altogether be suled out. 
POPUIATIOHt The first step in this direction was defining the 
E>opulation, Due to the big difference between the cost and 
vr'lue of information, it was not considered feasible to conduct 
a census. So in order to draw an unbased and authentic sample 
a well defined population was considered a must. For the purpose 
of the study the population was defined as. All individuals 
who either possess or hope to possess a two wheeler with in 
the next two years. 
Again due to consti" nts of time and cost, it was not 
possible to conduct the survey in all the cities. So it was 
decided that one town from each region of Uttar Pradesh would 
be selected, the towns so choosen were, Aligarh from western 
region, Lucknow from central region and Oorakhpur from eastern 
region. This was with regard to the consumers sxirvey. 
As £ar as the dftalers survey was concerned, since most 
companies were following the exclusion or selective distribution, 
the nujrfaer of dealers was quite limited. So far this category-
it was decided to conduct a census. 
SAMPLING FRAME} An authentic sampling frame was not available. 
Although Information regarding the present tisers did exist, there 
was no sampling frame w4th the name which could ^Ive us the 
distribution or names and address of potential users. 
In the absence of such information it was decided to 
take a sairple in such a way as to represent all major segments 
of the present and potential buyers, 
SAMPLING UNITi The sampling irnit is the basic unit containing 
the elements of the population to bo sampled. In this case the 
sampling unit is the individual who is a present a potential 
buyer of any two wheeler. 
SAMPLING METHOD} Sampling Method refers to the way in which 
the units of sample are selected. Due to the constants of time 
and cost and also the absence of a proper sampling frame, it 
was decided to select a non probability sanple, through 
convenience stunpling method. The sample choosen was tmstratified 
with equal unit probability and was a single stage sample. 
In convenience sanqpling since the selection of the 
sample Is only <m the convenience of the researcher, sftch a 
sample is likely to contain both systematic and selection 
errors. 
These errors are large as compared to the variable 
error in the sample randcwn sample of the same size. But the 
various constant as mentioned above go for convenience sampling. 
SAMPLE SIZE: A total Of 150 consumer were included in the 
sample. Of these 50 were taken from each of the cities 
mentioned earlier, 
(b) QUESTI0:7NAIRE DESIGN 
The results of interveiwing« regardness of the method 
employed* depend directly upon the questions asked. Designing 
a good questionnaire requires skill and great care and the 
task is not subject to the statistical principles which guide 
sanple design. Leading researchers claim that the greatest 
errors in survey results are due to tiie_j«a4%lng-o€ questions* 
While designing the questionnaire for the study (A copy 
attached as Annexure l), the above things were kept In ndnd 
along with our objective of the study. Apart from this It was 
also kept In mind that the question are not very lengthy, and 
the nund>er o£ question and vas also restricted to the 
minimum which could provide the necessary information. A 
combination of multiple choice and c^ pen ended questions were 
asked• The questions were framed in such a manner so as to 
cover all aspects of the project. While designing the questionnaire 
extreme care was taken to minimise bais, misunderstanding, 
respondent anger, misleading answers etc* 
A pre testing of the questionnaire wad done at Aligarh 
on a similar population as would constitute the final sample. 
>" It was also made chaln^to the respondents that the 
information furnished by them will be kept strictly confidential 
and it would be used pxirely for academic purposes, 
CONSUMER QUESTIOHtmiRE 
Q.Hc^l - This question was designed in order to determine 
which category the respondent belonged whether he 
is a present users or potential buyer or not, 
Q,Iie»-2 - This question requested the respondent to rank on 
a five point scale his intention of purchase of a 
two wheeler with in the next two years. 
Q.M0.-3 - This question was aimed at finding out whether the 
potential user was also a potential buyer or not. 
Q#KO« 4 - This question requested the respondent to rank 
the various brands in their order of preference. 
This was doa& in order to f ijid out whldh 'branStv 
the respondent would prefer if his first choice 
was not available, 
Q,No«5 - This question asked the respondent to rank on a 
five point scale the level of influence of a listed 
variables on their buying decisions. This was done 
in order to find put the irapoirtance of these variables 
to the respondent and to what extent his buying 
decision would be affected by charges is these 
variables, 
Q,No,6 - This question as)/ed the respondent whether they were 
satisfied withMdie existing brands or not, 
Q,No,7 - This question requested the respondent to mention the 
factors which i^ their opinion reached in the existing 
process, 
Q.Mto, 8 • This question was indirectly asked in order to find 
out the effect on demand that if, liberal credit 
facilities are given for the purchase of two wheelers, 
Q,NO«9~12 These question were related the personal information 
about the respondent. 
DEALERS QUESTIONNAIREt Dealers questionnaire was also designed 
oni^ similar line/ keeping in view that special position* 
(Attached as Annexure II). 
(c) FORCASTING METHOD USED 
Although we have already discussed in a previous chapter 
the various methods of forcasting. We shall be applying a few 
tdx the purposes of the study. 
We have chosen the following three methods of forcasting 
from the various alternatives available, 
1. Expert opinion Mothod 
2. QonsuHKsr Survey Jlethod 
3. ^egression Analys.ls 
1, EXPERT OPINION METHOD; Ejcpert opinion method i.; wher^ the 
company tries to estimat-^  or forcast the demand for its 
products on the basis of the opinion of its sales-face 
personnel or dealers. Automobile companion in the U.S. 
gather estimates of sales directly from their dealers. But 
this method is subject to certain weaknesses. For example 
(i) Th3 views of sales ^ c e personnel on dealers maybe 
based* 
(li) They are after unaware of larger economic developments and 
do not know whether c<xiqpany's marketing plans will influence 
future salea in their territory or not* 
(Ill) They may under a^ at*^ deanand so that the company fixes 
a low sales quota* 
(iv) They may not have their t©|> pare careful 1 estimates 
car may not consider it worth while to do so, 
Inspite of these draw backs, this method is still used 
and give the company certain very valuable informations. 
2, CONSUIIER SURVEY T^ ETHODg Porcasting as we are aware is the 
art of anticipating Iniyers intentions under a given set of 
conditions. Tliis suggests that a most useful source of 
information would be the toryers themselves. This is specially 
ttin^ ^ if the buysrs have clsarly formulated intentions, will 
Cv-irry them out, and will describe thorn to interviewers. 
Under this method the reseercher design a questionnaire which 
seeks to find out r'.^mit the cousiir.K;rs purchase intentions, his/her 
attitude, awareness and preferences etc. Various scales are also 
used, like the Purchase Probability Scale, which we have used 
in question 2 of our questionnaire, in order to pin-point the 
precise intentions of the consumers, 
3. REGRESSION ANALYSISt Regression analysis is a statistical 
technique used for demand ar.alysis and forcasting. Statistical 
demand analysis consists of eacpresslng sales (Q) as a depinOnt 
variable and trying to eaqplain sales fluctuations as a result 
of Tarlatlons In a number of independent demand variables 
X^ « 2' '^^A•••••••• ••''^ •f that is 
Q • * Cx«# XM* x^«*«.«...xn}» 
That in time means that the level o£ sales Q, is a 
function of the levels of the independent factor 
X.t X^t Kym0,m» »•X3n« using a technique called 
J^ltlple Regression analysis, various equations forms can be 
statistically fitted to the data in the search for the best 
predicting factors and equations. If forcasting is to be done 
on two Variables, X & Y then the linear regression technique can 
be adopted. However if the nxirnbGr of variable is bigger the 
Multiple Regression in Technique is adopter? for the jmrpose of 
an study as the number of variables is quite big, we have 
selected the JIultiple Regression technique. For the purpose of 
calculations, c. computer (TOX 11/780) has been employed, 
(d) COt^STRAim'S & DIFFICULTIES FACED DURING STUDY 
Sane of tlie difficulties which we were confronted with 
during the course of our study are: 
— There was a general lack of awamess among consumer 
about the various brands of two wheelers available in 
each category , 
-— Some of the riealers were not ready to given prices 
information. That is, the information they/gaih was 
ambigous and vague , 
Sotne of the dealers were not ready to co-operate a t 
a l l * 
Dae t o tJie ctmstraot?* of titaae and cos t a t e , and a lso 
, f' 
the onslaught of the rainy season we were forces! to 
leave out all together the rural popuJetion, which has 
a very high potential is the very near future. 
CHAPTER VI 
DATA ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION 
(a) ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION OF CONSUMER SURVEY 
01 TABLE I-
Poasesslon of Two Wheeler 
Two Wheeler Ho 
Scooter 
eiotor c y c l e 
lloped 
Don ' t iPosses 
T o t a l 
Table I t Break vip 
(a) s e o o ^ r s 
wmad 
Bajaj Chtttak 
Prlya 
Bajaj 150 
Vijay Siqp«r 
XswBoy 
Okhars 
Total 
, of Respondents 
76 
IS 
18 
38 
150 
Raspcmdent 
30 
6 
18 
14 
6 
2 
76 
% 
50*67 
12*00 
12*00 
25,33 
100.00 
% 
39,47 
7*89 
23*oo 
18«42 
7#89 
2#63 
100*00 
(b) Motor cycle 
Brands No. of Respondent % 
Rajdoot 
Yezdl 
Enf ie ld B u l l e t 
Min, B u l l e t 
Others 
6 
6 
2 
2 
2 
33*33 
33.33 
11,11 
11*11 
11,11 
T o t a l 
(c) riOpedsAtokicks 
Brand 
18 
NO, Of 
Respondent 
100,00 
% 
Hero Majes t ic 
liuna TPR P lus 
TVS-50 
4 
12 
2 
22,22 
66,67 
11,11 
Total 18 100.00 
Q 1« « TABliE I a^ b# & C« 
Qaostlon No»t« was designed In ordsr to find out 
whether the reapondenta possessed a two wheeler oru not« 
and 1£ they dld« Then what brand from the data available it 
was seen that 50*67% of the respondents possessed scooters^ 
(78 out of 150) 12% possessed motorcycles (18 out of 150} and 
another 12% possessed mopeds, (18 out of 150). 25*33% of the 
sairiple population did not possess any two wheeler* (38 out of 
150)* This shows that a sizable section of the population 
still^does not possess any two wheeler and thus it can be 
infefed that a good market still exists* a,b, & c# parts of the 
tables/whos the category wise break up* According to this of 
the 59^7%^who otmed scooters, 39*47% had Bajaj CJhetalc, 7*89% 
owned Priya, 23*68% ovmed Bajaj 150, 18*42% gowned Vijay super, 
7*89% owned Lamby, 2*63% owned other brands* Similarly of the 
12% who owned laotorcycles, 33*33% ov/ned Rajdoot 175, 33*33% 
owned Yesdl^ ^ 11*11% owned Enfield Bullet^ 11*11% owned 
Hini'^illet 11*11% owned other brands* Lastly of those who 
owned aqpeds<12%), 66«67% owned Lima, 22*22% owned Hero Majestie 
& another 11*11% owned TW-50. No respondent possessed MoSeicks* 
From the above findings we oan conclude that amongst 
scooters Bajaj Chetak was the most is demand, followed by 
Bajaj 150, Vijay super, Priya & fttaAsy etc* In case of motorcycles 
the two most popular brands warB Rajdoot 175 & Yazdl, with 
33*33^ of the respondents possessing these tvro brands, tlMse 
were followed by Enfield Bullet & Mini billet respectively* 
Lastly in case of moped. Luna TPR Plxis wqs the most popular 
brand with 65»67% population is prossessing it followed fay 
Hero ^ mjegtic (22.22%) and TVS-50 (II.II3S), 
TABLE II 
Probability of Purchase of tPwo wheelers 
Product % of Respondents x 
Probability of 
Purchase ___ 
*** # 
2 . 
3* 
Scoo te r 
Motor c y c l e 
Mopeds/ 
Molcicks , 
44 .07 
21,07 
11.33 
Total 76.47 
This question was designed to find out the possibility 
of purchase of two wheelers by tilie respon^nts, during the 
next two years. Out of a total sample of 150 who were administered 
the quMtioonaire a total of 76«479& of respondents had same 
pzobabillty or the other of buying a two wheelar during the 
next two years* Out o£ tlis M^OTA of respondents were ^ing 
to huxs^ scooter* 21*072i were going to bi^ sK»tor cycles & 11»33% 
were going to buy MopedsA^lcicks, This shows that soooters are 
going to be the most dem:inded two wheelers dtiring the next two 
years, a sizable ntunber of people are also going to go in for 
Motor cycles. The dsrnand for i«>peds/Mocklcks will also be 
sizablet which may hQ the increase in the standard of living 
ofnthe lov^ er ralddle cless ixipulation* 
TABLE IIX Brand Preferences 
(a) SCOOTERS 
Brand 
BajaJ 
Chet«»k 
MTiye 
veepa XE 
Bftjaj Super 
Bejaj 150 
vijay SiQ>er 
Vespa PL170 
hmtaf 
aixliar 
PiL-J^i 'A^-iAtX^U 
1 
44 
34 
28 
6 
18 
4 
2 
-
«» 
J J L . 
% 
22.33 
22*66 
18.67 
4.00 
12.00 
2.67 
1.33 
«• 
-
11 
26 
30 
28 
22 
16 
2 
8 
4 
-
jyu 
% 
17.33 
20.00 
18.67 
14.66 
10.67 
1.33 
5.33 
2.67 
-
,».J2ikU 
m 
28 
1? 
36 
14 
20 
8 
6 
10 
2 
,14 
% 
18.67 
8.00 
24.00 
9.33 
13.33 
5.33 
4 .00 
6.67 
1.33 
. JJM 
ftttai ISO 100.00 150 100.00 150 100»00 
(b) MOTOR CYCLSS 
Brand X % IJ % IS2 
Yesdi 
En. Bu l l e t 
RaJdootl75 
flinl Bu l l e t 
Rajdoot 
Yamaha 
Xnd.Suzulci 
Hero-Honda 
Rajdoot GTS 
Easploser 
No p r e f e -
rence 
60 
32 
14 
-
14 
4 
2 
-
4 
20 
40.00 
21.22 
9.33 
mm 
9.33 
2.67 
X.33 
-
2.67 
13.33 
26 
34 
28 
6 
16 
8 
4 
2 
2 
24 
17*33 
22.67 
18.67 
4 .00 
10.67 
5.33 
2.67 
1.33 
1.33 
16.00 
22 
36 
40 
8 
10 
«w 
2 
mm 
2 
30 
14.67 
24.00 
26.67 
5.33 
6.67 
mt 
1.33 
-
1.33 
20.00 
Total 150 100.00 150 100.00 150 100.00 
(C) MOPEPS/^KICKS 
Brands I % 11 % ill % 
Luna 
TVS 50 
BaJaJ M-50 
Hero Majes t i c 
S i l v a P lus 
Spark 
NlsuJci 
38 
16 
12 
36 
10 
i 
2 
23*33 
10.67 
8.00 
24,00 
6.67 
2»67 
1.33 
24 
22 
16 
40 
2 
14 
«•> 
16.00 
14.67 
10.67 
26.67 
1.33 
9 .33 
«. 
22 
34 
10 
20 
6 
12 
M 
14.67 
22.67 
12.00 
13.33 
4.00 
8.00 
IMo preference 32 21.33 32 21.33 38 25#88 
Total 150 100,00 150 100.00 150 100.00 
Q^3^ Since there was an overlapping between question no. 
2 and 3, question no. 3 was droppeti at the tiiae of 
interview. 
Qf4A 
This question was design^ to find out the preferences 
of the eonavfoaata in each oat^ory of two wheelers* The 
respondwits were asked to name these braids according to their 
preferences« The results were as followst-
Xn case o£ BajaJ Chetak, 29*33?S (44) respondents 
gave it as their first choice, another 17*33% (26) respondents 
gave it as their second choice and 18,67% (28) respondents 
gave it as their third choice* Priya was ranked as first choice 
by 22.66% (34) respondents, second choice by 20% (30) respondents, 
and third choice by B% (12) respondents. Vespa XE was roxinded 
as first choice by 18.67% (28) respondents, as second choice 
by the same niittber of rcsxjondents and thiard choice by 24% (36) 
respondents* BaJaJ super had a very insignificant first choice 
ranking* Only 4% (6) considered it as first choice, 14,66% (22) 
respondents considered it is second choice and ag in 9.33% (14) 
respondents considered it as third choice. Another scooter which 
had a significant first second and third chdice rating is 
BaJaJ 150 12% (18) respondents gave it^^^first choice rating, 
10.67% (16) gave it « second choice rating and another 13.33% 
(20) respondents gave it a third choice rating. Other brands 
like Vljay super had 2.67% (4), 1*33% (2) and 5»33% (8) 
rvspondeots giving it first, second end third choice rating 
respaetively* Similarly Vespa PL 170 was give first, second 
and third (Aoiee rating by 1,33% (2) 5.33% (8) and 4% (6) 
respondents for Laniby , no respondent gave it a first choioe 
rating and only 2*67% (10) respcmdants gave it as second 
and third choice and gunar was also onXy given as third 
choice by 1»33% (2) respondents 9*33% (14) respondents had 
no preferonce in this categories* 
Cb) MOTOR CYCLESI 
In this category Yesdi could be considered the most 
IKjpular brand with 40% (60 out of 150) respondents giving it a 
first choice rating, followed by Enfield Bullet, where 21«33% 
(32) respondents giving it first choice rating. In this choice 
rating the other brands thatXere rated by a significant 
percentage of the sanpl(^ -'^ re, Uajdoot 175 9*33% Rajdoot Yamaha, 
9»33% (14), Ind-Su3ta3dl (4) 2,67?^ , Hero Honda - 1.33?i (2), and 
E3cplor«r 2,67% (4). Mini Bullet and Rajdoot GTS were not given 
any first choice rating* 13.33}5 (20) respondent did not have 
any preference is this category* 
In the second choico rating the confligaration was a 
bit different with 22,6756 (34) respondents giving Enfield Bullet 
their seeo»i choice, followed by R^Jdoot 175 witSi 18,67X (28), 
next eame Yesdi with 17,33% ( W ) , this was followed by Rajdoot 
Yamaha with 10*67% (16), Ind, Suzuki came next with 5*33% (8) 
followed by the less significant brands like Mini Bullet 4% 
(6), Hero HOnda 2«67% (4), Rajdoot GTS 1,33% (2) and taqplorer 
1«33% (2) respondents* 
Zn tlitt third eHioiee xmtixng Rajdeot Vf% tma& th^ wmvm 
with 36*679( (40) r«ipa«iSoiita giving i t • • thisul choie^t iviloiNid 
bsr EnfieXd Bullet «rith 249( (36)« nosct on th» lin* WM yvedi 
with 14*677& (22) xeiapoudmata giirlng i t lui tiiictl e9)oie«« ThMMi 
ifere pjooeeadod b7 Rajdoot inamiaha 6.67^ (10) xtMSpasicSMita moA 
Mini Bullet 5*33% (8) respcodfo^t)^ giving thein as third cSioiCMi* 
These in turn were foUowed bs" 1*^ ^^  significant l:»rands litee« 
ftero HCMi^  1»33^ (2) respondents anct Explorer also 1«33% (2) 
r^ sjxMataants giving th«Bii as f i rs t choice. 
(c) t^P-^D3t 
% the third category , which included both mopeds and 
Mokicks« in the first choice class Xiuna ways at the top with 
25«33?i (38 out of 150) respondents giving it first choice 
rating* closely followed by Hero Hejestic with a first dbu>lc» 
rating of 24% (36) TVS«SO oaiae n^ct with iO*67?6 (16) raspondants 
giving it firat ehoioa rating* Then we had B^aJ MKSO with 
9% (13) raspwidentSt and silver Plus with 6c67% (10) raapondanta 
giving t^m fimt oihoice rating* Tliaae ware fdllowad hgf Xmm 
•ignifleant braiwii Ulce apaxk 2,679( (4) and Niauki 1«33« (2) 
raapoodattta giving than f irat tihoioa rating* iftmrm wave 21*33f( 
(32) raapandanta who had ao prafaranoe in this eatagory* 
Xn the second choice eXttma, Hero Mejestle was considered 
the most popular brand with 26*67% (40) respondents giving 
i t as second choice* This was folloired by others l i k e lAina 
169i (24), TVS-50 14.67% (22). Spark 9^i3% (14), BaJaJ M-50 
10,67% (16) and Si iver Plus 1,33% (2) respondents giving th«n 
second choice r a t i n g . 
In the t h i r d choice c l a s s , TVS-50 lead the r e s t with 
22,67% (34) respondents giving i t them as t h i r d choice. 
This was followed by others l i k e , Ijurm^i4*67?4 (22), Hero 
Majestic - 13,33% (20), Bajaj 14-50, 12% (18) and Spark 
8% (12) respondents giving them as t h i r d choice . 
0*5. 
In this question the respondent was asked to mark 
the level of influence of each of the 9 variable, which 
have been used for i-lultiple Regression Analysis, 
Satiafaction/Diaatisfa$2^ion with Two Wheelers 
IIO* of R«8pondent8 % KO* of Respondents % 
satisfied with disatiafied'with 
tl^e^ bra^, |h€f|,r,1^^4 
116 77.33 34 22.67 
Table IV* Question 6 was designed and find out ivhether the 
consumers were satisfied fully with this brands o» iu>t* 
It was discovered that a majority 77»33% (116 out of 150) 
were satisfied with their vehicle, only about 22«67% (34) 
respondents were not satisfied. 
0»7» 
This question sought to find outiAlie reason why the 
respondent were not satisfisd with the brands they owned. 
SOTie of th© mah reasons given were*, the common coinplaints, 
like more fuel effeciency# lower maintance, technological 
innovations, safety. Pick up etc. On very technical fault was 
found by one of the respondent who stated that, "even though 
yezdi has an average peirformance rating, its dis advantage 
is its 17" dia the radius* This results is frequent front 
wheel skids« 
ftlSf TABL^ V 
Effect on demand if Installment sch^ne is introduced 
NO* of Respondents vrho % No. of ^ No« of 
said demand will Respondents Respondent 
increase who said who said 
deiaand can*t say 
will 
Remain 
constant 
122 81.33 14 9.33 J.4 9*33 
In order to find out the attitude of the consumers 
if credit face litres were made available , with regard 
to piurchasing two wheelers. An overwhelming majority 
81.33?( (122 out of 150} respondents sedd that the de»Band would 
increase* And cmly 9«3396 (14} respondents said that it would 
remain constant* Thore were wtill another 9*33X (14} respondants 
who could not say what would be the demand conplexion. 
This question asked the re^ondent to mention tlM 
city where the survey was being conducted* 
Age 
Less than 
20 - 30 
30 - 40 
40 - 50 
A)t>ove 50 
Total 
20 
AGE 
Nd. 
GROUP 
, Of Respondents 
8 
94 
38 
10 
«• 
150 
% 
5*33 
62.67 
25,33 
6.67 
-
100.00 
Question No. 10 soiight to find out the age bracket 
of the consumers who were two wheelers users. 62.67% 
(94 out of 150) were in the age bracket of.20 - 30 years 
and the 25.33% (38) respondent were is 30--4O years bracket* and 
oily 6.67% (10) and 5.33% (8) respondent were in 40 - 50 years 
and below 20 years age bracket respectively. No respondent was 
above 50 years. 
a^l^t TABLE V|I 
OCCUPKTTOH 
Category No» of Respondents 
Uorlcing 
Not working 
Hope t o work (within the ne:ct 
2 years*) 
85 
10 
55 
56,67 
6.67 
36,66 
TOTAL iSO lOO.OO 
As the survey was conducted forecast the demand 
dtiring the next tv/o years. We had as a part of our sample 
a number of student who hoped to get into employment within 
the next two years» This group consisted mainly of final 
year or just passed students of professional courses* Of 
the total sample (85 out of 150) 56»67% irespondents were 
already working 56,66% (55) respondents hoped to get a job 
within next two years and only 6*67% (10) re^^ndents were 
not Toaiking at all. 
Q>12» TABIDS VII I 
MONTHLY INCOME 
Monthly InconiQ No* of Respondents % 
Below 1000 
1000 - 2000 
2000 • 3000 
above 3000 
18 
94 
28 
10 
12.00 
62.27 
18.67 
6.66 
This last question whid/has been used in our 
Multiple Regression analysis as the 10th variable was 
regarding the monthly inconre of the respondents. It has 
been found the 62.275S (94) respondent incaue in the RS. 1000-
2000 bracket followed by anotdier 18.67% (28) in Rs. 2000-
3000 bracket, and 12% (18) is the below 1000 bracdcet . There 
were only 6.66% (10) respondents who were in the above Rs# 3000 
bracket. 
The above was an analysis of the findings of the 
consximer survey* The conclusion dravm have been sunsned Mp 
In the last chapter* 
(b) ANALYSIS OF DEALER'S SURVEY8 
Analysis of the dealers survey had to be dropped 
at the last minute* The reasono for dropping it were that 
the dealers had been very reluctant to give any proper in 
information. Even the information^which they were coaxed 
to come out with was very aifflLgeojJS and vagtie, and no 
results on conclusion could be drawn « This it was decided 
to drop them analysis. 
(c) MULTIPLE»LINEAR«RSGRESSION ANALYSIS 
The third technique that has been adopted is kiKTwn 
as the Multiple Linear Regression technicjoe* As the sales 
figures were not available we could not as such foree«»t 
the deinand|» which had becun our primary objectiveyThe next 
best thing that we could do was tiny and develop a 
regression equation Which ean give the management of any 
eonq^aay manufacturing two wheelers^ to estimate the incorae 
gn>«q^  towards Whoas to direct its selling and |»r^ K>tionaX effort* 
rwr a certain o<»blnation of Prleet Fuel consumptlwa Halatenance 
For this purpose we took 9 independent 
variables s 
1. ^1 
Xg 
^3 
4^ 
^5 
^6 
Krj 
^8 
>\ 
and 
Price 
Availability 
Fuel consumption 
Haintensince cost 
After sales service 
Resale value 
Arjpearance 
Technology 
Foreign Imow hot-sr 
a dependent variable Income ( Y ) 
The above rentioned attribu-te a variables may be 
quantified on the baslg of a 5 point scale as used in 85 
of the questionnaire. (Refer Annexure X}» To facilitate 
the tise of this equation I shall explain how to quanti^ 
the variableI the 5 points on the scale signify: 
U h h ti i^  
Low BeXocr Average Above High 
Average Average 
Variables X2« X.^ X^ « X^ » X^, & X^ can be quantified on the 
basis of this scale* 
Prleo (Xj.) resale value (X^) and £uel constimption (X.) 
ulll also be quanti£i«d on the following scale* 
Price 5c Resale value Fuel Conauicption 
Belovr 4000 - 1 below 20/litre - 1 
4000 - 8000 - 2 20 - 30 " - 2 
8000 - 12000 - 3 30 ~ 40 " - 3 
12000 - 16000 - 4 40 * 50 « / 
Abcfve 15000 - 5 Above 50 •• 5 
After assigning w^ cightfiges to the various veriables, 
these weightages a scores can be put into the equation to 
get the roaults, Th© results thesmselvos will heve to be 
evaluated on the following scale. 
Below 1000 - 1 
1000 -2000 - 2 
2000 -3000 - 3 
3000 -4000 - 4 
Above-4000 - 5 
The regression equation for Y (read Y estimate) is 
developed is as followss 
Y • 0»67 « .09Xj^  - .03Xj • •033C. + •OSX^ + tOSXj 
-¥ ,osXg + ,osxy •«' »iaxg 4> »ux^ 
To further explain the use of this equation l«t us 
talce <ui example of a few popular brands* 
Xg = 3, Xg « 3, X^ « 4^ Xg « 4 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmm0mmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm0mmmmmmmimmmmm^ 
Y « .67 ~ , 09 (3) - ,03 (3) + #08 (2) + .05 (3) 
+ ,05 (3) + .05 (4) * , 12 (4) + ^U(2) 
«M»——pII .1 11 I m i l mil mil ii in • • i«i mi • » i n in i n i i i » i 
« .67 - .27 « .09 - .09 •^  .16 -J- .15 4- .15 + .20 
-f .48 -f .28. 
• 2,09 - 0.45 a 1.64 
Y ^ « 2. 
Therefore the income bracTcet towards which the conpany 
should direct its efforts is Rs. 1000 - 2000 at 95% confidence 
interral and at 5% le^ rel of significance this answer should 
be tested* 
C,V. • X • 1*96 Sc, 
" 2«02013 HK 1.96 (.61S89) 
m 2«02013 - 1.20714 « 0.81299 (a) 
m 2.02013 + 1.20714 « 3.2727 - (b) 
Th© cionfldence Interval Is between 0*81299 and 
3.22727. 
Since our calculated value of T « 1.64 Ilea 
between this limit* we can infer that the result is 
significant. 
CORRELATION BETWEEN X AMD Y8 
Prom the comp||ter print out we can see that there is 
a significont correlation between the dependent and independent 
variables. The highest correlation is in case of Technology and 
Foreign Icnow hoe. (Coiqputer print out attached as Annexure III) 
MPIJTIPIJB CORRELATIONt 
The multiple correlation between the independent 
variables X^ ,^ X., X^ ••••Xg. and the dependent variable Y 
is quite significant i.e. 0.5444. This shows that the variable 
which have been chosen are quite authentic. 
The computer print out also given the various 
calculation* like Means* standard durations, standard error 
of regression coefficient etc. These values can be used for 
other purposes. 
PSBS OP THE REGRESSION EQUATIONI 
The various U8e# f^ieh this •guation can be put oni 
1. Estimating the Inccmie braciket of constiraers who 
are expected to buy a vehicle with a particular corrtblnation 
of Price, Availabllty etc, 
il. Apart from this any other unknown variable can be 
found out if Wfe have the values of the remaining $ nine 
variables e»g» If we know the inccKne* availability, resale 
value, fuel consuiqption otc« We can easily find out the price 
at which it should be sold. 
The above was the analysis and incorporation of the 
data accxanulated through sxirvey. 
CHAPTER VII 
C O N C L t r S I O N 
The various data accnimulated anong the study was 
analysed and interpreted In the prevlotis chapter. Prom the 
analysis the following conclusions can be drawn8 
- Only about 74»67^ of the consumers possessed two 
wheelers of any category* This shews that a large segment 
of the market, {25*3355) still does not/have it and thus 
there is still a vast potential which needs to be fully 
exploited, 
- Quite a significant number of people (76•47^) were 
going to buy two wheelers during the next two years• This 
shows that more and more peojple are going/in for two 
wheelers* 
- The available data shows that in scooters fihe would 
be market leader will be Bajaj Chotak with 29«339i of the 
respondent giving it has their first choice* This Is 
followed by Priya, 20% of the respondents gave it as their 
second choice and the third most popular/brand is the 
New Vespa XB» to be manxifacturer by Lohia Machines Ltd* in 
technical collaboration with Piagglo of Italy, 24% of the 
respondents gave it as their third choice* 
Zn motor cycles Y«zdi is considered the would be 
market dealers with 40% of the respondent giving it as their 
first choice. This is followed by Enfield Bullet, which has 
22«679i of respondent giving it their second choice rating, 
and the third most popular brand is Rajdoot 175, as 26*679& 
of the respondent iihave given it as their third choice* 
In the third category consisting of Mopeds and Mokicks, 
Luna is categorised as the would be market leaders in the 
future with 25»33% of the respondents giving it their first 
choice. This is follot^ ed by Hero I4ajestic with 26*67% of the 
respondents giving it as their second choice and the third in 
..e.. .a ^  -SO w.«. . . . . o. .He ^ . ^ . ^ . ....„, .. as 
their third choice, 
- A majority of the owners of the existing brands are 
satisfied with the performance etc, of their vehicles. This 
quite clear from the fact that 77*33% ot the respondent have 
said 'yes', when asked if they were satisfied with their 
brand, in all respects* Only 22*67% of the respondent said 
that they were not satisfied and the reason pur forward 
by them included, were full efficiency, better pick up, more 
balanced vehicle, is the shaft drive category etc, 
« One of the major factors which could contribute 
extensively towazrds the increase in demand of the wheels 
would be the availability of finance a credit facilities* 
That is of two tfhoeler are made available on lnatalment« a 
hire purchase basis more people will be likely to buy th«n» 
This is appart from the fact that a very big majority 
<dl«339i} of the reapcmdents said that the demand would 
increase if such a scheme was introduced. 
Assuming that demand of every brand will depend upon 
the prefeirence of the consumer we can sum up the pattern of 
demand in each category as followst-
Scooters 
BaJaJ Chetak 
Paiya 
Vespa XS 
Bajaj 150 
Bajaj Super 
Vi jay Super 
Lamby 
G i m a r 
I'Sotor C3?t:les 
Yessdi 
Enf ie ld B u l l e t 
Rajdoot 175 
Rajdoot Yeroaha 
Mini B u l l e t 
I n d . Suzuld. 
Escploser 
Moped/Mokick 
Luna TFR PLUS 
Hero Majes t ic 
TVS-50 
Bajaj-M-50 
Spark 
S i l v e r Plus 
Since the present study is related to the future and as 
we all know that future is uncertain* therefore how acecorate 
this results would prove, can only be seen with the pasaage 
of time, 
Thlts to coikclude we can say th^t the two wheeler industry 
is likely facing a boon« and it should gear up its self met the 
challenge ahead• 
